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Preface

on a last minute whim at the 2011 annual Meeting of the society of 
Biblical literature, i decided to pop into a session devoted to Matthew 
schlimm’s new book, From Fratricide to Forgiveness: The Language and 
Ethics of Anger in Genesis (eisenbrauns, 2011). i was late, but i got there in 
time to hear some of Matt’s response to the panel reviewers and to partici-
pate in the wider discussion with the audience. it was not a huge group, 
but we had a fruitful exchange of ideas.

i was drawn to the session not so much to learn more about genesis 
(i work primarily in the new testament), but to hear what Matt and other 
scholars were thinking about emotions (anger in this case) in the Bible. 
For a few years i had been nosing around in the burgeoning literature 
on emotions in a broad range of fields in the humanities and sciences. 
emotions were clearly running hot across academia. My interest particu-
larly caught fire in reading Martha nussbaum’s magisterial Upheavals of 
Thought: The Intelligence of Emotions (cambridge university Press, 2001). 
though nussbaum is a philosopher, not a biblical scholar, her ground-
ing in classical literature and thoughtful engagement with a breathtaking 
array of ethical, legal, and religious ideas (she holds appointments in the 
university of chicago law school and divinity school as well as the Phi-
losophy department) warmed my biblical heart and made me wonder 
how this surge of research and reflection on emotions might impact bibli-
cal studies.

so in that society of Biblical literature session six years ago, i posed 
to Matt some question to this effect, dropping nussbaum’s name in the 
process and off-handedly suggesting we might benefit from more of these 
sessions—even a working group devoted to investigating emotions in the 
Bible. i spoke as a fool, but Matt politely affirmed my nussbaum reference 
and agreed that the time was ripe for further work in this whole emotion 
area. i briefly spoke to Matt after the session (we knew nothing of each 
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other before), congratulated him on his book (i immediately went to the 
exhibit hall and bought it), and half-joked that i might be in touch about 
this “starting a new group” thing.

of course, a lot of things are said at these heady society of Biblical 
literature meetings in the heat of the moment (yes, even biblical scholars 
are emotional beings). But in fact i did email Matt soon after the meet-
ing, and we began to set the wheels in motion to propose a new Bible 
and emotion unit to the society of Biblical literature Program commit-
tee. in the spring of 2012 we were approved as a three-year consultation 
(we have since been extended as an official group). as cochairs, Matt and 
i were joined by a wonderful team of Hebrew Bible/old testament and 
new testament scholars on the initial steering committee: Bill arnold, 
Jacq lapsley, ellen van Wolde, and david Fredrickson. soon, for various 
reasons, Bill gave way to deena grant and ellen to david Bosworth. it’s 
been a joy and honor to work with all of these brilliant women and men. 
By salutary design, the work of the society of Biblical literature is a col-
laborative effort.

as it happened, our first society of Biblical literature meeting in 
november 2012 was in chicago, and nussbaum graciously consented to 
headline our inaugural panel on “assessing the ‘utility’ of the Work of 
Martha c. nussbaum for the study of the Bible and emotion.” We also 
had an open session of five papers on a variety of emotion topics across 
the biblical canon. We have continued this two-session (papers and panel) 
annual pattern and look forward to many more years of productive study. 
Response has been most encouraging, both in terms of attendance and in 
the number of proposals submitted.

the present volume of essays evidences the beginning and early gell-
ing of this vibrant inquiry into emotions in biblical literature, including 
not only expanded versions of society of Biblical literature papers, but 
also several fresh contributions by an international team of scholars. all 
of these essays engage deeply with both ancient and modern contexts, 
including interdisciplinary soundings into emotions, both theoretical and 
evidentiary, to provide incisive case studies of “passions” ranging from 
joy, happiness, and trust to grief, hate, and disgust.

i am grateful for each contributor and what i have learned from 
them. thanks, too, goes to the society of Biblical literature Resources in 
Biblical study general editors, Marvin sweeney and tom thatcher, who 
provided guidance and encouragement throughout the project. and a 
special shout out to nicole tilford, Production Manager at sBl Press, for 
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her remarkable organizational skills and expert shepherding of this work 
to publication.

this volume represents a stimulating sample of first digs into the 
emotional terrain of the Bible, a “ground-breaking” of a new field of study, 
but by no means the finished product. Much work remains to be done, 
but we “feel” pretty good about these initial probes and where they might 
lead us.
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